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ABSTRACT 

PROBA-3 [1] [2] is a Mission of the European Space Agency (ESA) composed of two formation-flying satellites, 
planned for their joint launch by the end of 2018. Its main purposes have a dual nature: scientific and technological. In 
particular, it is designed to observe and study the inner part of the visible solar corona, thanks to a dedicated coronagraph 
called ASPIICS (Association of Spacecraft for Polarimetric and Imaging Investigation of the Corona of the Sun), and to 
demonstrate the in-orbit formation flying (FF) and attitude control capability of its two satellites. 

The Coronagraph payload on-board PROBA-3 consists of the following parts: the Coronagraph Instrument (CI) with the 
Shadow Position Sensor (SPS) on the Coronagraph Spacecraft (CSC), the Occulter Position Sensor (OPSE) [3] [4] and 
the External Occulting (EO) disk on the Occulter Spacecraft (OSC).  

The SPS subsystem [5] is one of the main metrological devices of the Mission, adopted to control and to maintain the 
relative (i.e. between the two satellites) and absolute (i.e. with respect to the Sun) FF attitude. It is composed of eight 
micro arrays of silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) [6] that shall be able to measure, with the required sensitivity and 
dynamic range as asked by ESA, the penumbral light intensity on the Coronagraph entrance pupil. 

With the present paper we describe the testing activities on the SPS breadboard (BB) and Development Model (DM) as 
well as the present status and future developments of this PROBA-3 metrological subsystem. 
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readout electronics. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
ASPIICS, a classical externally occulted Lyot coronagraph, is the primary payload of the PROBA-3 Mission, studied to 
provide advanced solar observations in order to achieve two major solar physics objectives: to understand the 
mechanisms driving the quiescent solar corona behavior and the physical processes leading to coronal mass ejections 
(CMEs) and to study and predict the so-called “space weather”, having a huge impact on several human activities. 
PROBA-3 will exploit the formation flying technique applied on the two satellites to form a single giant coronagraph 
capable of producing a nearly ideal eclipse allowing the observations of the Sun corona closer to the solar limb than ever 
before. 
In nominal formation flying conditions, the two spacecraft Payload reference coordinate frames (OSC-PLF and CSC-
PLF), as shown in Figure 1, have the -X axis parallel to the target line (pointing to the Sun), and both spacecraft PLFs are 
parallel with each other. The distance between the PLFs origins (~144 m) is defined as the nominal Inter-Satellite 
Distance (ISD). To reach its pre-defined scientific targets ASPIICS shall be operated in nominal FF conditions, where 
the target direction vector points from the Coronagraph PLF origin to the center of the Sun and both spacecraft PLFs 
frames are parallel to the -X axis of the Sun Target frame (STF, fixing the roll about the target line).  
The CSC satellite will host the coronagraph telescope and the detector to take images of the inner part of the corona in 
visible polarized light, from 1.08 R

¼
 up to about 3 R

¼
. 

The Coronagraph instrument optical axis will constitute the reference axis for pointing on the CSC, to be aligned along 
SFT and with the origin of the OSC. To achieve the required opto-mechanical stability, it will be mounted on an optical 
bench together with metrology instruments and platform attitude star trackers for a first assessment of the spacecraft 
attitude with respect to the stars. 

 

 
Figure 1: PROBA-3 formation flying satellites with Lateral and Longitudinal position errors shown as defined with respect 
to the Nominal Formation conditions. 

The solar corona will be observed thanks to the presence, on the first satellite facing the Sun, of an external occulter 
(EO) producing an artificial eclipse of the Sun disk. EO is properly designed [8] to block the light from the solar disk 
while the coronal light passes through the circular input pupil of the coronagraphic telescope hosted by the Coronagraph 
Optical Box (COB) and located on the CSC. 
The coronagraph aperture center is the origin of the CSC PLF reference coordinate frame, which has a -X axis parallel 
with the instrument boresight. For the OSC, the PLF reference coordinate frame origin is the center of the occulting disk, 
and the -X axis of the reference frame is perpendicular to the plane of the disk. The Coronagraph PLF origin is also the 
center of the formation, and a point on the target direction vector. 
The Shadow Position Sensors, composed by 8 SiPM (refer to Figure 2 for their location and orientation), shall measure 
the absolute position of the EO disk with respect to the entrance pupil of the instrument by verifying the centering of the 
entrance pupil in the shadow cone of the same EO. To properly perform their function they are accommodated around 
the coronagraph input pupil plane, limited by a vane of the mechanical flange properly designed to host the SPS readout 
electronics up to the digitization and communication I/F stages. 
The eight silicon photomultipliers are located along a circle having a diameter of 110 mm around the coronagraph 
entrance aperture. The measurement from each photodiode depends on the position of the photodiode in the 
umbra/penumbra and is a function of the orientation of the photodiode with respect to the Sun pointing direction. Indeed, 
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the amount of light reaching the photodiode depends on the effective cross-section of the SPS hole aperture with respect 
to the Sun direction. 

 

  
 

Figure 2: ASPIICS coronagraph and external lid with the holes where are located the SPS sensors (left) and a rear view of 
the mechanical flange hosting the SPS readout electronics (right) and defining the coronagraph entrance pupil (refer to the 
internal vane). 

 

2. SPS DESIGN DRIVING REQUIREMENTS 
The allowed pointing errors and required accuracies are defined and quantified by means of two main ESA requirements, 
relevant for the SPS subsystem. In this paragraph we briefly recall these fundamental requirements and summarize the 
needed sensitivities and dynamic ranges to perform the required measurements, respecting the boundaries indicated by 
ESA: 

 
A. “SPS performance requirement” 

The Shadow Position Sensors (SPS) shall be used to verify that the Coronagraph Instrument’s entrance 
pupil is centered within the umbra cone of the Occulter Disk. At the ISD specified in COR-IIDA-10121 and 
within ±10 mm of the ideal position in lateral and ±100 mm in range, the SPS shall have a lateral 
measurement accuracy of 50 μm (3σ) in each axis, and a longitudinal measurement accuracy of 1 mm (3σ). 
These accuracies are with respect to the axis connecting the center of the Occulter with the center of the 
Sun. 

 
B. “SPS performance goal” 

The SPS should be able to return a 3D relative position measurement at reduced performance within a 
range of ±50 mm in lateral and ±500 mm in longitudinal (i.e. the SPS should always return a 3D 
measurement within a box of 100 mm in width and height and 1000 mm in depth, centered on the ideal 
position). 

 
These two fundamental requirements drove Sensl to design the overall SPS readout electronics, defining the required 
sensitivities and dynamic ranges as well as the so-called “requirement box” (20 mm × 20 mm × 200 mm) and “goal 
box” (100 mm × 100 mm × 1000 mm) in which, at the present time, the relevant requirements shall be satisfied.  

                                                 
1It is an ESA requirement specified in the Instrument Interface Document (IIDA - Part A) providing the equation to properly compute 
ISD along the satellites orbit. 
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Basically, the SPS will provide information on the lateral and longitudinal position of the OSC with different accuracies; 
for an exhaustive reading on this subject refer to [5].  
To determine the SPS required sensitivity and dynamic range we considered the virtual position (i.e. with respect to the 
umbra center) of the SiPM devices when moving the illumination profile on the SPS plane for the boundaries stated in A. 
in order to determine the minimum required measurable current density variation for the worst case. This happens when 
the chosen SPS will fall in the nearest location to the umbra. The same considerations are applicable to the determination 
of the maximum expected value, for the farthest location of a chosen SPS from the umbra limit. 
For the identified virtual position, the minimum current density variation is defined as the minimum variation associated 
to a required displacement of 50 
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These values of irradiance are converted by the SPS system in a current density J measured in 
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differential amplifier has also a -5V supply then when the offset voltage is set greater than the signal, the output tries to 
drive negative potentially damaging the ADC. 
In the interface board a Cyclone III FPGA has been programmed with a first version of the VHDL code. 
 

4. EVALUATION BOARD TESTS 
We performed several HW (electrical, functional) and SW tests to take confidence with the experimental setup and the 
device under test (DUT). The first campaign of measurements regarded: 
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3. We checked that the HI Res value was consistent with the LO Res value and presumably a more precise 
measure of it. 

Then we verified that exposing again the sensor to ten levels of light flux from the non-calibrated light source, the 
automatic readings produced measurements that were proportional to the manual readings with a fixed ratio (5/4096 × 
1000/12 × 10/9). With respect to the Development Model in this case it was much easier to perform such a cross-
checking because of the presence in the EB GUI of the intermediate value Transimpedance Amplifier Voltage that let us 
to follow all the measurement steps along the electrical stages. 

4.3 EB preliminary statistical tests results 
A first estimate of the uncertainties has also been performed. Actually we can report an upper limit only of all the 
random error contributions because the light source isn’t calibrated and its actual stability is unknown.  

 
Figure 6: Plot of the standard deviation (1
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Figure 7: The experimental setup adopted to test the DM (attached, on the left, to the integrating sphere). 

 

5.1 Electrical tests 
The dark current resulted negligible, but inside the dark box each sensor gave a different zero level readout: from a 
minimum of 0.023 
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Figure 8: Experimental data showing that any variation of the supplied voltage produces an equivalent variation of the 
response. The various colours represent different levels of light flux. 

5.2 Functional tests 
We performed the same functional tests as for the Evaluation Board during which we identified some minor problems, 
mainly due to the ASW. In particular, the compensation implemented in the DM’s GUI by means of the field Ref. 
Voltage, didn’t work properly as can be deduced from Figure 9. This defect will be further investigated, but it doesn’t 
affect the other tests results. In fact it is a feature of the DM interface only that won’t be implemented in the flight 
version of the VHDL code. 
A more serious anomaly was found consisting in a departure from the ideal behavior when the SPS DM is operated in 
automatic mode. The nature of the problem and its solution are described in detail in the next chapter. At the beginning, 
the use of the automated readout was precluded because of this malfunction, so the first campaigns of measurement have 
been done taking bunches of 50 samples in manual mode and reporting the results as NDAC + NHG/10. 
 

5.3 DM preliminary tests results 
We have performed an estimate of the uncertainties similar to what we did for the Evaluation Board case. In Figure 9 are 
reported the values of the standard deviation versus the amplitude in 
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Figure 9: Plot of the standard deviation (1
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All the digital readings from the ADCs depend on VA so, if we need a calibrated measure of the light (as required by the 
algorithms), we cannot avoid knowing the actual value of the supply voltage with the needed accuracy in order to correct 
the value at software level. But, anyway, all the noise contributions on the supply line and its deviations from a stable 
value will reflect proportionally on the SPS measurements/readouts. 

Possible solutions to the power supply dependence issue 
The formula (1) of Paragraph 5.1 implies that every uncertainty on the +5V supply voltage line (due to the lack of 
knowledge of its mean value, to the ripples etc. and to the noise too) reflects entirely on the readout values. This problem 
can be addressed following one (or more) of the present itemized ways: 
 

1. Specifying stringent requirements on the power supply voltage; 
2. By means of a software correction based on the knowledge of the actual value of the supply voltage; 
3. Introducing a voltage reference in the design. 

 
The first solution should be compared with the accuracy of the power supplied by the PCU (the PROBA-3 Power 
Conditioning Unit, in charge of CBK – Centrum Bada
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(λ < 650 nm, TBC), whose transmissivity is TBD and the actual throughput of the SPS pinholes located on the 
mechanical flange, as already anticipated. 

For a given irradiance calculated at a given position, if the electronics should not change, the decreasing of the current 
generated by the SiPM, caused by a reduced efficiency and/or a reduced illuminated area, goes in the direction of expanding 
the dynamic range. From the other side, if the minimum current signal to be detected reduces there is a detrimental effect on 
the fulfilment of the sensitivity requirement. Supposing a 73% drop in the illumination (due to the low-pass filter and to a 
very likely SPS effective pinhole diameter of 2.5 mm), it is shown in  

Figure 11 that, in case we leave the same amplification factors as in the DM (eventually needing only little adjustments), 
the “goal” requirement can be satisfied too. 

6.4 Improving the sensitivity 
The programmable offset design allows us to obtain an effective resolution far beyond 1 LSB. In fact the number of 
quantization levels attainable by the system, after the last stage ADC, is equal to: 212 × AHG. In the present configuration 
(with AHG = 10) the minimum output that can be represented is 1/10th of LSB = 5V/(4096×10) = 0.122 mV that 
corresponds to an input current of 1.017 nA. This means that the minimum signal expected to be detected in the previous 
configuration: 2.25 nA (25 nA/cm2 × 9 mm2) was equivalent to about 2.2 quantization levels. 
But the minimum level of the signal to be detected will realistically reduce, because of the anticipated reduction of the 
light flux; so it will be necessary to increase the number of quantization levels. This can be done, apart from all the 
considerations about the noise, leaving untouched the first two amplification factors and increasing only the value of the 
last amplification stage AHG. 
There is a theoretical limit for AHG given by the number of pedestals that can be subtracted: in fact the present algorithm 
segments the 5V range in 32 (# TBC) intervals with an amplitude of 5V/32 = 156.25 mV so, the input of the differential 
stage, will be limited between 0 and 156.25 mV. If we don’t want to saturate the ADC we must keep AHG 
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Figure 12: N(HG) versus N(LG) spanned with the current algorithm (top) and in the suggested configuration with a 
differential amplification factor of 20 (bottom). 

7. SIMULINK MODEL AND PERFORMED SIMULATIONS 
Various simulations have been implemented using the Matlab®/Simulink® software package. We started replicating a 
single sensor and its amplification chain to study separately the contributions from the sensor current noise and from the 
electronics noise (OpAmp and resistors). 
Then we performed a comparison between the current design and an enhanced version for what concerns the immunity 
to supply voltage variations.  
In the next future we will replicate all the system’s steps bringing from the illumination levels produced by an arbitrary 
SPS displacement to the reconstructed position. 

7.1 Sensor and amplification chain 
Indeed the complete model could not be used to build also moderately complex systems because the simulation time 
grew too much. So preliminarily it has been performed a comparison between the complete model and a simplified one 
constituted simply adding a band limited white noise source to the input signal. For all the subsequent simulations 
concerning the comparison between different reference voltages, the simplified model was used. 
 

 
Figure 13: The Simscape/Simulink model of a complete amplification chain used to evaluate the noise produced by a SPS 
sensor and by its electronics. 
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7.2 Comparison between different Voltage Reference options 
The model has been used to discriminate between two different scenarios: relying on the current design or asking for the 
introduction of a voltage reference. For this purpose we compared these two alternatives to the ideal case in which only 
the noise contributions from the sensor and the electronic chain are present. The three configurations are the following: 
 

1. VREF = VA with VA obtained modulating the +5V supply with frequencies of 200, 20 and 2 rad/s (imitating 
 medium time-scale variations) and adding white noise up to obtaining a signal whose value Vpp is comprised 
 between 5V ± 50 mV; 
2. VREF coming from a voltage reference with 100 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have illustrated the tests performed on the EB and DM readout electronics of the SPS subsystem on 
board the PROBA-3 Mission. The preliminary results have been put in relation with the SPS relevant requirements, 
permitting us to make some considerations that could potentially lead to future changes and improvements in the 
electronics and software design. In particular we described the amplification factors choice criteria w.r.t. the required 
sensitivity and dynamic range as well as the dependence of this fundamental metrological subsystem from the supplied 
voltage stability. 
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